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What you can learn from this game: 
         How to use a Knight to attack early in the game (when there are lots of pieces on the board).
    Should do: 
         1. You can setting up your supporting “Big Guys” first THEN attack the center with pawns.
         2. Look for other moves that might be better than the obvious moves you see first.
    Should NOT do:
         1. Don’t wait too long to attack an invading piece.

Some “chess tricks” (in bold) as they appear in this game:  ©M.G.Moody

  1. Nf3  d6 Good Place - (This is usually the best place to move this Knight in any opening).
Prepare - (Preparing to attack the center by either e5 or c5)

  2. d4  Nf6 Control Center - (Both sides are concerned with the center of the board).
  3. Nbd2  g6 Knights out fast - (The Knight is ready to protect e4 or c4).

Prepare - (Preparing to “fianchetto” the bishop at g7 to control the long diagonal).
  4. e4  Bg7 Pawn Duo - (Two pawns side by side is very strong in the center).

Fianchetto - (This sets the Bishop on the long diagonal attacking the center).
  5. Bd3  O-O Protect - (The Bishop protects the pawn at e4 and prepares for castling).

Castle - (Protecting the King in a “fianchettoed” corner formation)
  6. O-O  Nc6 Castle - (Protecting the King and getting the Rook out of the corner)

Attack the Center - (The Knight is off the back row and attacking a center pawn).
  7. c3  e5 Protect - (The Pawn is keeping the center strong with good protection).

Attack the Center - (After holding off, Black now attacks White’s strong center).
  8. h3  Nh5 Defend a square - (White protects the weak point at g4 against attack).

Prepare - (The Knight is ready to “outpost” at f4 in a great position).
  9. dxe5  Nf4 Offer an exchange - (White expects an immediate exchange – it’s put off).

Attack unprotected piece - (The Knight attacks White’s Bishop and sets up on f4). 
10. Bb5  Nxe5 Attack - (The Bishop runs from being attacked, to attacking – feels good at least).

Exchange - (continues the exchange on e5 – White tries to exchange knights too).
11. Nxe5  Qg5 Offer Exchange - (White offers to exchange Knights – Black has a better idea).

Double attack - (Black’s Queen sets up both a skewer and a threat of checkmate).
12. Ng4  Qxb5 Block Attack - (The Knight flees danger to block the attack – it’s the best move).

Take Unprotected Piece - (White’s Queen is right where she wants to be).
13. Nb3  Ne2+ Discovered Attack - (White threatens Nd4 and also to take Black’s Knight).

Knight Invasion - (Black’s Knight is in a dangerous position in enemy territory). 
14. Kh1  Bxg4 Open a file - (White’s King moves out of check & into a file which Black now opens!)
15. hxg4  Rae8 Rook to open file - (Black’s Rook is in an open file attacking an unprotected pawn).
16. Be3  Rxe4 Bishop out - (The Black Bishop moves so Black’s trapped Knight can’t take it).
17. Re1  Qh5+ 0-1  Attack with two - (A good move, Trapping Black’s Knight, but it’s too late!)

Sacrifice - (Black Sacrifices the Queen for a checkmate move to follow).

Chess Notation for this game:
1. Nf3 d6 
2. d4 Nf6 
3. Nbd2 g6 
4. e4 Bg7 

5. Bd3 O-O
6. O-O Nc6
7. c3 e5 
8. h3 Nh5 

  9. dxe5 Nf4 
10. Bb5 Nxe5 
11. Nxe5 Qg5

12. Ng4 Qxb5 
13. Nb3 Ne2+ 
14. Kh1 Bxg4 

15. hxg4  Rae8 
16. Be3 Rxe4 
17. Re1 Qh5+ 0-1


